Sayles Hall Triumphs Twice
Psi Gam, Phi Delt Win

Newman, Gamma Kappa, Psi Gam, Phi Delt

The Psi Gam basketball team has been
victorious in both of its games this
season. Last week's victory over Phi
Delt, 60-50, was a result of teamwork,
with the forwards doing most of the
scoring. The forwards were especially
active in the first half, when they
scored 35 of the team's 40 points. The
Psi Gam team is currently ranked first
in the conference.

Basketball Points
Taken By '47

Last week's game featured the top
scorer of the season, Harry Combs,
Phi Delt, who scored 27 points. The
Psi Gam team also featured several
outstanding performers, including
Harry Forrest, who scored 18 points,
and James McCabe, who scored 16
points.

Myskania Tiff

The Myskania tiff that occurred last
week resulted in a fine flurry of
tactics and strategies. The tiff was
initially sparked by a disagreement
over the use of the gymnasium, but
soon escalated into a full-blown
tension. The tiff was eventually
resolved through the intervention of
the headmaster, who was able to
mediate the conflict and restore
peace to the school.

Soups Capture Swimming Event

The Sayles Swim Team added another
victory to its already impressive
season this week. The team won the
evening event in a close match, with
both teams pulling their best efforts.

WAA Pin Tourney To Terminate Shortly

The WAA pin tourney, which has
been a popular event in recent years,
will be concluding soon. The tourney
is currently in its final stages, and the
winning pin will be announced within
the next few days.

Sophomore Clubs Plan
Seventh Big Ten

The Sophomore Clubs are planning
their seventh Big Ten event, which
will be held next month. The event
will feature several games, including
soccer, tennis, and basketball.

Dean Schedules Fresh Interviews Committee Is Selected To Choose Applicants

The Dean has scheduled several
interviews for the committee to
choose applicants. The committee is
composed of faculty members and
will be responsible for making the
final decisions.

Mirth, Merriment Found Behind Scenes of "Mikado"

"Mikado" is being produced by the
student theater group, and the
behind-the-scenes drama has been
enjoyable for all involved. The
production has been well-received by
the audience, and the cast and crew
have worked hard to ensure a success.

Facilities for Families

The facilities for families have been
expanded to accommodate the growing
number of students with family
members. The facilities are now
located in a larger and more
accessible building.

Softball Added To MAA Book

AA's guarding was effective when
they were able to prevent the other
team from scoring. The game was
deliberate and slow-paced, with both
teams playing excellent ball, holding
their opponents to low-scoring
quarters, to win 30-24. In the last
quarter, the AA's were able to pull
ahead by one point. Both teams
were respective high and world
politics in the near future.
Blepharitis Pseudochyosis
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Guys Gun For Gals in Page; Long Awaited Game Tonight

By a Female

The first sign of fall is here, and it is expected to be one of the most exciting in the history of State College sports. The men of State, despite the presence of the women, are looking forward to a great season. The girls, on the other hand, are not so sure. They have been working hard to improve their skills, and they are looking forward to a challenging season. The game tonight will be a test of their abilities, and both teams are expected to give their best effort.

Phi Delt Mars KD Record In Season's Greatest Upset

Newman Extends KD's In Two Extra Frames

By A Male

The Phi Delt and KD have been rivals for many years, and tonight's game was no exception. Newman, the star player for KD, extended his lead with two extra frames, winning the game 7-5. The Phi Delt tried hard to catch up, but Newman's performance was too much for them to handle. The Phi Delt is disappointed with the loss, but they know they can improve with more practice. The KD, on the other hand, are thrilled with their victory. They are looking forward to another great season and hope to win more games in the future.

Philosophical Thoughts

Winter demands philosophically, the removal of this seeming necessity for a hotly contested basketball game? It doesn't get smart.

Have a "Coke" = Sakabona

...from Bloomsfootis to Buffalo

In North Africa, as in the U.S.A., the greeting "Have a "Coke" helps the American soldier get along. And it helps, too, in other known places where "sharks" tend to congregate. The men of the 7th Infantry Division, at Fort Bragg, N.C., for instance, stand for the photo that symbolizes the friendly gesture of their friends in the Big Apple. LEFT photo is by the Collier staff photographer, Albany, N.Y.

Have a "Coke" = Sakabona
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Operetta, Intersorority Semi-Formal Hop Culminate Spring Weekend Activities

Inter-Sororal Number 7 Mixes Mardi Gras Theme, Servicemen

Rivalry Sing Is Scheduled For Morning's Assembly

Class of 1945 Soph's Big Ten Tops Dean's List To Be April 99